Cotton Sparkle
Infinity Scarf

Cotton Sparkle
Infinity Scarf
This is a fun stitch pattern which can be altered in size if you
want to create a smaller cowl (fewer rows) or a larger wrap (by
working more rows). Make sure to purchase enough yarn to
complete your project!
Pay special attention to executing the stitches correctly, as
written in the key. Once you get used to the stitch pattern, it is
quite easy, but it is a different kind of knitting and it takes a little
practice. You can swatch by casting on 10 stitches and testing
the stitch pattern out.

Set Up
Cast on 40
Row 1:
k1, KW for each st across row

Body of Shawl
Row 2:

Materials

K1 (leaving second loop of that first stitch on needle where
it started), K2L across row.
Repeat Row 2 for approximately 86 in.

200g Euro Yarns Starstruck (shade
#2 shown.)
US 10 needles.

Finishing

Gauge

Bind off by k1, k2tog, BO1, k2tog, BO1, etc to end.
Join ends together and sew together with sewing thread in same
color. Alternatively, you can sew together with working yarn.
Weave in all tails securely.

Approx. 22 sts = 4 in. Gauge is not
critical for this pattern.

Abbreviations

Wear wrapped once, twice or three times around. There are many fun
ways to enjoy this piece!!

BO
K
KW

bind-off
knit
knit wrapping yarn twice before
completing st (2 loops on neddle.)
K2L knit next 2 loops tog, wrapping
yarn twice before pulling through
(2 loops=2nd loop left on needle
from last st + 1st loop of next st.)
k2tog knit 2 sts together
P
purl
Sl st slip stitch
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